Abstract: A novel coherent optical code-division multiple access (OCDMA) scheme is proposed that uses spectral line pairing to generate signals suitable for heterodyne decoding. Both signal and local reference are transmitted via a single optical fiber and a simple balanced receiver performs sourceless heterodyne detection, canceling speckle noise and multiple-access interference (MAI). To validate the idea, a 16 user fully loaded phase encoded system is simulated. Effects of fiber dispersion on system performance are studied as well. Both second and third order dispersion management is achieved by using a spectral phase encoder to adjust phase shifts of spectral components at the optical network unit (ONU).
Introduction
Code-division multiple access (CDMA) is widely used in wireless communications because of its spectral efficiency, system capacity, signal quality, security, and flexibility [1] . It is believed that optical CDMA (OCDMA) would bring CDMA benefits to fiber optic communications networks, in particular to local passive optical networks (PON's). In OCDM, users share a given transmission bandwidth, and uniquely encoded signals travel through the same transmission medium. The inherent attributes of OCDMA include asynchronous transmission, communications security, soft capacity on demand, protocol transparency, simplified network management, and flexibility [1, 2] . A number of attempts at OCDMA have been made; however performance has been limited by speckle noise and multiple access interference (MAI) generated in receivers that are not fully coherent.
Existing and proposed OCDMA schemes are usually classified as either coherent or incoherent [3] . Coherent reception implies the ability to measure both amplitude and phase of the received optical signal. Since direct optical phase measurement is generally unfeasible, various interferometric techniques have been adopted in an attempt to gain the OCDMA advantage without fully coherent reception [1] . Incoherent OCDMA usually adopts spectral intensity encoding of an optical code (OC) onto the line spectrum of an incoherent source such as a light emitting diode [4] , a superluminescent diode [5] , or a multiwavelength laser array [6] source. While relatively simple to implement, incoherent OCDMA lacks an effective means to reject speckle and MAI compared to coherent OCDMA [1] . In what is commonly referred to as coherent OCDMA, the encoding is fully coherent, and waveforms can be generated by performing encoding in the time domain through a superstructured fiber Bragg grating (SSFBG) [7, 8] ; or by performing phase or amplitude encoding in the frequency domain [2] , adopting either programmable liquid crystal modulators (LCM) [9] , micro-ring resonators [10] , or arrayed wave-guild gratings (AWG) [11] . A recent development in spectral phase encoding time spread OCDMA (SPECTS-OCDMA) uses two fibers with opposite dispersion values, first to stretch the short optical pulse in the time domain, then to spectrally phase encode, and finally to compress the pulse with the second fiber [2] . While encoding for these systems is fully coherent, the detection schemes are not truly coherent in the sense that orthogonal codes do not produce zero energy at the detector, but only shift that energy in the time domain, causing speckle and MAI to limit system performance significantly. The high autocorrelation peak also requires a fast nonlinear threshold detector to capture the ultra-short optical pulse. Both time spread OCDMA (TS-OCDMA) and SPECTS-OCDMA require a fast phase or amplitude modulator [3] , and the auto-correlation in TS-OCDMA produces not only a sharp peak, but also low level sidelobes [2] .
Recently, we proposed a new coherent OCDMA combining spectral phase encoding (SPE) and phase and polarization diversity (PPD) [1] detection. This scheme inherits the attributes for SPE-OCDMA, while making obsolete the requirement for a phase-locked loop (PLL) and nonlinear threshold. It has been shown that the system is able to eliminate MAI and speckle noise and achieve high spectral efficiency [1] . Unfortunately, such a homodyne system requires has a complex receiver design and requires two fibers to convey the reference comb and signal comb separately [1, 12, 13] .
This work proposes, and validates through simulation, a novel heterodyne scheme that pairs an encoded optical comb with an unencoded reference comb that is spectrally offset by the bit rate, resulting in single fiber transmission and a simple sourceless receiver with one fourth the number of detectors of a similar scheme [1] . True coherent processing and cancellation of speckle and MAI are realized while eliminating the need for a PLL and fast nonlinear threshold. Furthermore, this work proposes applying phase shifts computed with Fourier synthesis techniques as an effective technique to manage total dispersion in coherent OCDMA. 
Proposed SPE scheme
As in [1] , all optical signals are sourced from a single mode-locked laser (MLL) with a repetition rate1 / T . Filtering with an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [14] produces two combs, each with a line spacing of 4 4 / f T ∆ = . The combs are offset from one another by f ∆ as in Fig. 1(a) , depicting the signal comb as red dashed lines and the reference comb as green solid lines. Each user's signal comb is spectrally phase encoded (SPE) by a symbol from a distinct sequence of length .
N In the receiver, heterodyne reception of signal and reference combs produces a data modulated stream at f ∆ . For 40 f ∆ = GHz, Fig. 1(b) shows that the period of the filtered comb signal is 6.25 ps (instead of 25 ps) due to the selected spectral line spacing. An example of an SPE waveform is shown in Fig. 1(c) . Further, in our scheme, crosstalk from AWG channels cannot degrade performance because even the strongest crosstalk component, generated from adjacent AWG channels, lies well outside the bandwidth of the filter at the balanced detector output. Let the sequence of user m be
The resulting phase encoded electrical fields of the composite signal and reference are given by Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively:
where M is the number of users; subscripts S and LO denote the user and reference signals; P At the ONU, the signal and reference comb are separated by an interleaver. The reference is encoded in an SPE (at (e), Fig. 2 ) by the sequence of the signal to be extracted from the received ensemble. A second SPE (at (f), Fig. 2 ) is used for dispersion compensation (see Section 4) . Otherwise, the entire received ensemble is at (f). Both paths are joined at the hybrid coupler and subsequently to the balanced detector. The electrical fields entering the top ((g) of Fig. 2) and bottom of the detector are 1 E and 2 , E respectively.
Each of the balanced detectors effectively multiplies the two signals and outputs 1 P and 2 :
The power of the LO oscillator is
where 4 ω ∆ is a multiple of the beat frequency of the LO combs and (4 )
represents the frequency response of the detector. In the balanced detector, this term is canceled. The power of the signal, also containing the same beat frequencies 4 , ω ∆ is:
thus represents the speckle noise. In the proposed scheme, this term is completely cancelled out at the balanced detector, and the only remaining terms are the interference terms. The output (Fig. 2(h) ) from the balanced detector is:
Substituting Eq. (1) and (2) into Eq. (9),
where η is the detector responsively, and we have dropped the irrelevant / 2 π phase shift. Complete cancellation of the speckle noise is the first salient feature of our scheme, differentiating it from all previous schemes. As one can see, the current spectrum contains frequency components centered around frequencies of all odd multiples of the repetition rate (2 1) n ω − ∆ . Higher frequencies are significantly suppressed by the detector response F and can be further eliminated by the low pass cut-off filter to leave only the lowest frequency term
Having eliminated speckle noise, we eliminate MAI by taking full advantage of the sequence orthogonality that enables the decoder to produce a true autocorrelation (with both positive and negative terms) and achieve near-zero pairwise crosscorrelation between signals encoded with distinct sequences. The crosscorrelation is given by, 
To the best of our knowledge, this perfect cancellation of MAI is a unique feature of this scheme and is a direct consequence of the heterodyne detection in which we correlate fields rather than intensities. Yet, note that this cancellation is achieved without phase or frequency locked loops and without using any ultrafast or nonlinear components. The detector should be able to handle the frequencies of about 1.5 f ∆ (60 GHz in this example, or less in lower data rate schemes), while the system capacity is 16 × 40 = 640 Gbps and the total bandwidth is about 2500 GHz, much wider than the detector bandwidth. All that remains is to move the signal [Eq. (11)] into the baseband, which can be accomplished by beating it with a 40 GHz signal from the recovered clock or simply by squaring it. 
This resulting signal is sent to a 40 GHz integrate and dump receiver ((j) of Fig. 2 ) before entering the BER calculator. Note that, in the numerical examples, we are integrating over one period , T i.e., four full periods of the phase encoded signal.
Back-to-back simulation and results
We simulate a stream of Gaussian-like optical pulses from a 1550 nm mode-locked laser (MLL) with a period of 25 ps and a pulse duration of 500 fs. The main lobe of the optical comb is spectrally flattened [1] to ensure full signal orthogonality. Figure 3(a) shows the reference comb and pulse train without phase encoding. In the optical line terminal (OLT), a SPE encodes each user's signal with a distinct length 16 Hadamard code (Fig. 2) , producing the representation of Fig. 3(b) . Following on-off keying (OOK) data modulation at 40 Gbps, each bit covers four SPE optical pulses, as shown in Fig. 3(c) , which also shows the resulting spectral line broadening caused by the OOK. In the fully loaded configuration of Fig. 3(d) , sixteen users plus the unencoded reference are coupled into a single mode fiber (SMF) and sent across the network. In the ONU, an optical interleaver separates the reference comb and encodes it with the 10th user's sequence (Fig. 3(e) ). The signal ensemble (Fig. 3(f) ) passes through a 32 channel AWG that is used for dispersion compensation as discussed in Section 4, and signal processing proceeds as explained in Section 2. Typical output from one branch of the hybrid is at Fig. 3(g) where speckle noise is clearly visible. Both speckle and MAI are gone, however, when the two signals are subtracted (Fig. 3(h) ). In fact, one can already discern the OOK data multiplied by the 40 GHz beat carrier. Following detection, squaring, and integrating to 40 GHz (Fig. 3(h)  and 3(i) ), the integrated sample (Fig. 3(j) ) is sent to the BER calculator prior to dumping. ; (b) BER for four system load levels with integrate and dump and full loading with LPF. Received power is that which enters the ONU. Table 2 shows that the required optical power to achieve a BER of 9 
10
− (Fig. 4(b) ) compares favorably with previously proposed OCDMA systems and, in most cases, our proposed system uses spectrum more efficiently. Replacing integrate and dump with a simple 40 GHz low pass filter (LPF) produces the eye diagram in Fig. 4(a) . However, the tradeoff for simplicity is system performance. A fully loaded 16-user system with a LPF achieves a higher BER (black curve, Fig. 4(b) ) compared to the integrator (green line with circles) at the same receiving power level. Performance vs system loading is shown as well.
Time ( To display the full effect of data transmitted by all users, Fig. 5 shows the broadening of the eye for the 10 th user as system load is decreased from 16 to 4 users in increments of 4 ((a) through (d)) with an integrate and dump receiver, a received power of 18.4 − dBm, and the transmission of distinct pseudorandom data by every user. By comparison, Fig. 6 shows eye diagrams for fully loaded systems for the 9 th and 15 th users respectively. In order to magnify the display, the ONU receiving power is set to -10 dBm. 
Impact of the group velocity dispersion (GVD)
Fiber dispersion broadens the pulse in the temporal domain, leading to intersymbol interference (ISI) [1, 15] . In addition, as the signal and reference combs travel through the fiber, dispersion adds extra phase to each spectral line, resulting in dispersion-induced MAI at the receiver. The BER vs. length of SMF of the uncompensated system at various loadings is shown in Fig. 7 (a) for a received power of −10 dBm. The fiber dispersion is 17 ps/km/nm and the dispersion slope is 0.08 ps/km/nm 2 . It has been demonstrated [16] that pulse shaping based on the Fourier synthesis method can be applied to dispersion compensation, but, to our knowledge, this method of compensation of a SPE/OCDMA waveform has not been demonstrated, and the obvious scheme of compensating the original 16 lines, is not helpful, as shown below, because the data modulation introduces additional spectral components and the frequency combs are no longer equally spaced lines of constant amplitude. Fourier synthesis can compensate both second and third order dispersion caused by SMF and dispersion mismatch, resulting in pulse compression and the elimination of (ISI) [17, 18] . We propose implementing the Fourier synthesis pulse shaping method [16] by utilizing the ONU's phase encoders for the application of corrective phase shifts, as computed below, to achieve dispersion compensation and mitigate MAI. The phase shift to be added to compensate for dispersion [18] 
where D is the SMF dispersion coefficient, S is the dispersion slope, L is the optical fiber length, and
is the center wavelength of the optical pulse. Simulation results for a fully loaded system (16 users) show that applying phase corrections only to the original 16 spectral lines at a channel spacing of 160 GHz has no compensating effect. In fact, the 16 channel compensation curve of Fig. 7(a) is nearly congruent with the 16 user uncompensated curve. However, when 32 channels are compensated (by reducing the AWG channel spacing to 80 GHz at (f) of Fig. 2 , thereby doubling the resolution) there is significant improvement, shifting the curve significantly toward the right in Fig. 7(a) . To show exactly what phase shifts are added to the two AWGs, Fig. 7(b) gives the added phase for uncompensated residual dispersion provided by a 30 m length of SMF. Figure 7(c) shows the uncompensated phase encoded pulse; the compensated pulse shape is quite similar to the original shape in Fig. 7(d) . In the above simulation, no dispersion compensated fiber (DCF) was assumed. It has been previously demonstrated [19] that an OCDMA system, combined with dispersion compensated SMF fiber is capable of transmitting signals for a total distance of 400 km. However, the combination of long distance SMF and DCF can introduce a small mismatch between second and third order dispersions. The proposed technique can be implemented to compensate this residual dispersion [17, 18] for long haul SPE-OCDMA communication. 
Conclusion
We have proposed and analyzed a novel configuration for a coherent, spectrally phase encoded OCDMA system that, for the first time, completely cancels speckle noise and multiple access interference. A simple balanced detector beats a locally encoded reference comb with the ensemble of data modulated OCDMA signals, cancelling speckle (beat) noise and MAI coherently, without the need for phase locked loops or fast, nonlinear detectors. Simulations have shown that error-free operation can be achieved with a fully loaded (16 users at 40 Gb/s each) with a spectral efficiency of ¼ bit/sec/Hz, which is very high for OCDMA. Because the receiver configuration is colorless and sourceless, our scheme is an excellent candidate for PONs and other applications involving large numbers of efficient, identical, low power units. In addition, we have implemented a non-obvious way to apply Fourier synthesis techniques to the compensation of residual dispersion, thus easing certain implementation challenges.
